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With the Magical Unicorns Oracle Cards deck, you can receive messages and guidance related to

your present life, your future, and your spiritual path. Suitable for adults and children of all ages,

each card features a beautiful unicorn painting and a life-affirming message. The enclosed

easy-to-follow guidebook allows you to instantly give accurate readings to yourself and others. Â 

Â Â Â Â Â  Let these cards by Doreen Virtue, the creator of the Healing with the Angels Oracle

Cards deck as well as many others, take you to the magical and enchanting world of the unicorns.
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'Doreen Virtue is the undisputed queen of angel scene' The Bookseller 'A West Coast Goddess' -

Saturday Telegraph Magazine

Doreen Virtue, Ph.D., is a spiritual psychologist who works with the angelic realm, including the

fairies. She is the best selling author of many books, cards and audiocassettes, with sales of over

1M copies!Â  The list includes: Healing with the Angels Oracle Cards, ISBN: 1-56170-639-6, which

has sold over 370,000 copies; Healing with the Fairies Cards, ISBN: 1-56170-785-6, 250,000 sold;

and Messages from Your Angels Cards, ISBN: 1-56170-906-9, 152,000 sold.

Creative and beautiful artwork



I bought these for my 8 year old to help her learn how to meditate a few minutes daily. She LOVES

them! They are very accurate too. She keeps pulling the same couple of cards. I recommend these

for children, absolutely! A great beginner tool. The artwork is also beautiful!

I own several of her decks, and my cousin owns a few that I don't, which I use now and then. I want

to point out that this set is made better then some of her previous sets particularly the Messages

from your Angels, and the one containing Mermaids - For me both those decks had a protective

coating that peeled off, tearing away some of the picture, and then later the cards began to crease

terribly. I avoided buying any of her new decks for quite some time after that happened, but

anyway..The art work in this deck in my opinion is probably the most consistent deck that I've used,

which makes them very appealing. I don't use these as often because my readings seem less clear,

but my cousin uses them a lot and the gold edging on both our decks has held up well, This deck is

also made with a different stock paper then her first fairy and angel decks, which makes them WAY

easier to shuffle, no breaking in required.

I use many Dorreen Virtue oracle cards in readings I give clients. I mostly focus on angel cards, but

thought I would get these for myself because I love unicorns. Just like all of Dorreens cards, they

are absolutely beautiful. They have the gold edges I love on many of Dorreens decks and the

artwork is simply just beautiful and colorful. The messages on the cards are also very simple and

almost childlike. These cards to me are good for bringing out the inner child energy or would even

be very good to give to a child or young adolescent who may need help expressing themselves or

may be showing signs of intutiive gifts. I haven't yet used them in readings for clients, but these are

special and I may just keep them for personal use or bring them out if I feel guided to.

I was scared of buying this because it does seem very geared towards children. I was also scared

about the quality of the cards, having never bought oracle cards before. This deck blew me away.

The cards themselves are so much more beautiful than pictures on here can illustrate. This deck

makes me think oracle cards are better than tarot for those just starting out. It isn't a deck that

scares me, or makes me think I will have trouble connecting to it. The art and messages are

reassuring, and definitely wonderful for any child or adult that needs a little more comfort in their life.

Well, these cards are absolutely beautiful, no doubt. If you are new to 'tarot' these are very simple,

easy to use cards that require no memorization to use effectively. If you are more experienced, you



might be slightly disappointed, as there is a 'definite yes' and a 'yes' card, which seems a little

'magic eight ball-ish'. But I guess there are times that this can be a good thing. The rest of the cards

are delightful and just might send you off on a new journey you hadn't considered. I think my money

was well spent. If you love Unicorn's, you can't go wrong with this deck.

wow so cute image in the back of the unicorn i am very happy with this oracle deck got the

grandparent card and i got happy because it is a message from my grandpa who is in heaven thats

hes helping me i also got excited and surprised with that card and a little emotional in a good way

very magical deck.

This is a deck that truly VIBRATES with positive energy. You can feel it as soon as you open the

deck.There is no reason not to. The artwork is beautiful, uplifting and surprisingly evocative.You

don't have to "love" unicorns to benefit from using this deck.The messages are crystal clear,

practical and immediately accessible on an etheric level.For any oracle card lover (or a first timer

with a gentle heart) this is a must-have deck.
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